Center for REsearch And Telecommunication Experimentation for NETworked communities

CREATE-NET, headquartered in Trento, Italy,
is an international research center recognized as one of Europe’s leading institutions
in ICT and telecommunications technologies.
CREATE-NET Research Areas have an history
in developing successful industrial collaborations.
CREATE-NET brings its expertise to companies through both training and consulting in
the areas of Open Cloud Infrastructures,
Software
ServicesDefined Networks and Internet
of Things.

Our expertise
Over the years CREATE-NET has developed a solid expertise
in the field of Cloud Computing, in particular on the open
source cloud solutions OpenStack, being also an active
member of the OpenStack Community.

Our offer
CREATE-NET is the only Italian partner of Mirantis and offers
both public and private training covering all the most
important aspects of OpenStack: from the architecture, to the
interaction among components; from the deployment to the
tuning and troubleshooting.

CREATE-NET, thanks to its intense and innovative activity in
research and development on Cloud technologies, is a
supporter of the official OpenStack community and offers
consulting on OpenStack for companies.
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OpenStack Training
CREATE-NET offers two different levels of courses:
•

OpenStack Fundamentals (OS50): a single-day, fast-

paced introduction to OpenStack basics and is intended for
OpenStack end-users
• OpenStack Bootcamp I (OS100): a three-day course
providing participants with a detailed understanding of all
the steps necessary to operate an OpenStack environment.
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OpenStack Consulting
Analysis
Architecture design
Deployment
Knowledge transfer

CREATE-NET, in light of its experience and expertise in the world of open
source cloud, is the ideal partner to support businesses of all sizes in the development of their OpenStack cloud platform, ensuring the successful implementation and deployment of public and private cloud environments.

CREATE-NET offers consulting and coaching for IaaS and PaaS Cloud solutions.
Our offer is based on the analysis and definition of OpenStack cloud-based
architectures. We analyze the needs of our customers to help them find the
best solution to meet their requests.
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